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Access control and payment system for parking
The entry process for parking lots or
garages should be fast. Our parking
management solution issues tickets
at an impressive rate and boasts an
opening process that takes only 1.3
seconds. 2,500 barcode tickets can
be printed with one single paper roll
of the integrated ticket printer. This
allows maintenance intervals to be
kept low. Permanent and long-term
parkers can drive in easily by using
RFID cards or license plate recognition. In these two versions an account
is created for the vehicle or user on
which the entries and exits are registered. The previously registered
license plate is recognized by a camera
and the barrier opens automatically.
Parking management is integrated into

the access solution software and can
be operated centrally out of the same
database. The presence of vehicles
and their safe passage is controlled by
means of induction loops and optional
sensors like lights on the barrier or
ultrasonic sensors.
With Axess’ modern payment machines long waiting times at parking lots
or garage exits is a thing of the past.
The amount owing is paid directly at
the Axess TICKET KIOSK 600 using a
credit card or cash before exiting. With
the fully equipped version it is also
possible to pay with a credit card directly at the exit column. This way you
can leave the parking lot even faster.
The solid and weatherproof gate is
suitable for both indoor and outdoor

In short
› Integrated in the Axess
software system
› Parking system with central
DATACENTER for configuration
and data management
› Ticket check at the entry and exit
post for barcode tickets of single
riders as well as RFID cards for
permanent parkers
› Barrier arm straight or angeled, customized in length; fast opening and
closing sequence
› Online and offline mode
› Call button and intercom
› Induction loop to detect vehicles:
Attendance loop and safety loop
› Optional: License plate recognition

Ticket column
Touchscreen with info
display at the entrance

Parking barrier
Configurable opening and closing
times, barrier in different versions
Vehicle protection mode

